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	2016 September SAP Official New Released C_TPLM30_67 Dumps in Lead2pass.com!  100% Free Download! 100% Pass

Guaranteed!  Our PDF dumps of C_TPLM30_67 exam is designed to ensure everything which you need to pass your exam

successfully. At Lead2pass, we have a completely customer oriented policy. We invite the professionals who have rich experience

and expert knowledge of the IT certification industry to guarantee the PDF details precisely and logically. Our customers' time is a

precious concern for us. This requires us to provide you the products that can be utilized most efficiently.  Following questions and

answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: http://www.lead2pass.com/c-tplm30-67.html  QUESTION 1 Which of

the following are prerequisites for business completion? (Choose two) A.    The order must have actual costs. B.    The order must be

fully settled. C.    The balance of the order must be zero. D.    The order must have planned costs.Answer: BC QUESTION 2 What

information does the value category provide in the maintenance order? A.    The costs details for individual technical objects B.   

The costs by work center C.    The material costs by valuation category D.    A summary of costs for multiple cost elements Answer:

D QUESTION 3 Which of the following Customizing settings is required to assign a notification to a maintenance order operation?

A.    Assignment of operations to all object list entries active B.    Assignment of order type to notification type C.    Maintain

indicator for notification data on order header D.    Create default value profiles for general order data Answer: A QUESTION 4

When the user creates a maintenance plan for a call object (order), which value in the planning data determines the order type? A.   

Priority B.    Maintenance activity type C.    Maintenance planner group D.    Main work center Answer: C QUESTION 5 A

maintenance technician replaces a defective counter with a new counter. Before the users can create a standard measuring document

for the new counter, what step(s) must they perform? A.    Create a new technical object to represent the new measuring point. B.   

Create a special measuring document and set the Counter Replacement indicator. C.    Dismantle the old measuring point and create

a new measuring point. D.    Create a new measuring point and change the measuring point from which the measurement reading

was transferred. Answer: B QUESTION 6 A user has planned an operation with labor costs and material costs; however, the

material cost element is not assigned to a value category. Where do the material costs appear in the value categories for the order? A.

   In the overhead value category B.    In a new, automatically created value category C.    In the unassigned value category D.    In

the internal activity value category Answer: C QUESTION 7 Which of the following always produces up-to-the-minute costing

information for maintenance orders? A.    A standard analysis from the Plant Maintenance Information System (PMIS) B.    A

standard query in SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse C.    A maintenance order list D.    A shift report based on shift notes

Answer: C QUESTION 8 Which task list can have both external and internal number assignment for the task list group number? A.  

 Bill of material task list B.    Equipment task list C.    General task list D.    Functional location task list Answer: C QUESTION 9

Which of the following is a function of deadline monitoring (transaction IP30)? A.    Generate a Logistics Information System (LIS)

report for scheduled maintenance items within a specific period. B.    Convert maintenance notifications into maintenance orders

within a specific period. C.    Convert maintenance calls into call objects within a specific period. D.    Generate a Logistics

Information System (LIS) report for all overdue maintenance calls. Answer: C QUESTION 10 A maintenance plan has a completion

requirement. The plan contains five maintenance items that produce five notifications. Which system status must each notification

have before the maintenance call is completed and the next maintenance call can be generated? A.    REL (Released) B.    ATCO

(All Tasks Completed) C.    TECO (Technically Completed) D.    NOCO (Notification Completed) Answer: D  If you want to get

more C_TPLM30_67 exam preparation material, you can download the free C_TPLM30_67 braindumps in PDF files on Lead2pass.

It would be great helpful for your exam. All the C_TPLM30_67 dumps are updated and cover every aspect of the examination.

Welcome to choose.  C_TPLM30_67 new questions on Google Drive:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDOE5WdlFqNUw0aFE  2016 SAP C_TPLM30_67 exam dumps (All 95 Q&As)
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